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Avalanche of penalties disguised as parking management –
and why clear signs matter
Parking enforcement has become big business in the UK. Eight
million penalties are issued annually by local councils using
statutory powers. Two million penalties (thinly disguised as
‘parking charge notices’) are issued by private operators using
contract law and acting under codes of practice they devise for
their own benefit. Many motorists feel unfairly targeted by what
they regard as money-making rackets masquerading as traffic
and parking control. Penalties are typically up to £130 on public
sites and £100 on private sites. This is often more than the fine
for speeding – or even a magistrates’ court fine for assault.
There has been much anguish over penalties imposed by private
firms contracted by NHS hospital trusts (see, for example, Daily
Mail articles 20–26 July 2014). The firms often record the licence
plates of cars entering and leaving their car parks using
automatic cameras – supposedly, the eyes in the sky that never
lie (fig 1). The Queen’s Hospital, Burton, Staffs has become one of the most notorious
parking-penalty hotspots. The Burton Mail newspaper has recorded many stories of
hard-up families being stung for £70 after overstaying or miscalculating the amount
they should pay for parking, especially when visiting in an emergency.
The car-park operator is ParkingEye, based in Chorley, Lancashire, one of the biggest
firms in the field. ParkingEye, part of government contractor Capita, justifies its
activities by referring to the contractual terms printed on signs at the site. ParkingEye
says that drivers consent to these terms by parking there and that, by breaking the
terms, they consent to be penalized. The hospital trust takes the paybox income but,
like most private operators, ParkingEye takes all the money from contraventions, so it
has a clear incentive to spot as many as possible. Spy-camera technology is the nearperfect way of doing this.
This article examines some of the main signs in place at the Queen’s Hospital from
November 2013 to July 2014 and shows what confusion they could cause. It ends with
a quiz so you can easily see for yourself the difficulties drivers have faced. Under the
legally binding code of practice of the British Parking Association Ltd (BPA) – which
ParkingEye has agreed to comply with – the signs must be in plain and intelligible
language, and easily legible. In consumer contract law, too, clear and legible signs
are essential to the agreement between a driver and ParkingEye. Unless signs are
clear, so the legal argument goes, no contract can exist and no penalty can apply.
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Fig 1:
Welcome to
Queen’s
Hospital –
ParkingEye’s
spy in the sky
records your
entry and exit
and the firm
imposes a £70
penalty if you
make a
mistake.

Criteria that ParkingEye must comply with
For ParkingEye to get the data it needs to pursue motorists for penalties, it must both
belong to an accredited trade association (eg, the BPA) and comply with its code of
practice. These are the supposedly crucial safeguards of the Driver and Vehicle
Licensing Agency (DVLA, the government quango that can sell drivers’ data to people
who ask for it if they have ‘reasonable cause’ to get it). The DVLA pushes its ‘twin
safeguards’ theme whenever it is challenged, eg in the Daily Mail on 30 July 2014:
‘We take our responsibility to protect information seriously...information is
only provided under strict controls to parking firms who meet the standards
set by an appropriate Accredited Trade Association and are compliant with
its Code of Practice. If...a company does not meet the necessary standards,
we will investigate. If the allegations are proven we will stop the release of
keeper information to them.’
So ParkingEye really must comply with the BPA code of practice, according to the
DVLA, otherwise it won’t get any driver data. No ifs, no buts. The phrase ‘are
compliant with’ does not mean, for example, ‘are not compliant with’ or ‘are compliant
with only on the first Tuesday of every month’. But who decides whether ParkingEye is
compliant? It should be the DVLA, which has a contract with ParkingEye requiring it to
comply. But in practice the DVLA subcontracts this duty to the BPA, a members’ club.
ParkingEye pays the BPA one of its biggest annual subscriptions. In Pikestaff 67, we
called on the DVLA to stop ParkingEye’s access to data, citing its apparent code
breaches including a judge’s damning verdict on the company’s signs. But were the
DVLA to do so, ParkingEye would make no money at all and the DVLA would lose an
annual income stream of about £2million in data-release fees.
Our dossier of photos and supporting information about Queen’s Hospital has now
gone to both the DVLA and the BPA. But the DVLA has a long and shabby history of
doing nothing about alleged code breaches that are drawn to its attention. The BPA
has been similarly feeble, for example when investigating a new set of signs at The
Walk, Ebbw Vale in 2012, which led to hundreds of drivers being penalized (see our
article ‘Phoney fines and dodgy signs take drivers for a ride’). The BPA appears to lack
the resources, principles and commitment to compel companies to abide by its code.

The Queen’s Hospital set-up: ambiguous signs all over the place
Queen’s, run by the Burton Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust,
has numerous barrier-free open-access car parks adjacent to
its departments, as well as a large car park with entry barriers
that is a long way from the main vehicle entrance.
At various places, ParkingEye’s signs proclaim ’20 minutes
free parking’, though nowhere does the company explain
whether it deducts this time from stays longer than 20
minutes – an obvious source of confusion.
Another sign says ‘20 minutes free parking from this point’
(fig 2), which is also ambiguous as it could refer to a location
point or a time point. There are parking signs everywhere,
several apparently devised by the hospital itself in a different
design style to ParkingEye’s. These own-brand signs try to
clarify the ParkingEye signs. The result is a visual and
linguistic muddle.
Some of the signs say drivers can pay on arrival or on exit. Others have been
garnished with home-made paper signs affixed with sticky tape, and on one bag
concealing a broken machine, a desperate attendant has scrawled in felt tip: ‘This is
not a pay and display car park! Please pay on exit!’ (fig 3).
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Fig 2: ‘20
minutes free
parking from
this point’ –
multiple
ambiguity on a
stick.

One of the main flaws in ParkingEye’s system is that drivers must
record their own arrival time – they aren’t given a ticket on entry.
They must then either guess how much time they’ll need (topping it
up later if necessary) or pay at a machine before they leave. Under
the stress of a hospital visit, first-time users (in particular) need a
calm head, brilliant guesswork, and a mentality that focuses on fine
detail. They need to perform all the required tasks perfectly,
otherwise they’ll be stung for £70. They also need decent mental
arithmetic skills to work out how long they’ve stayed, unless they’re
carrying a pen and paper or calculator. The payment machines
don’t do any figuring for them.
There is confusing language. One sign says: ‘You can purchase
additional time (if required) at the payment machines before
leaving’ (fig 4). Another echoes this but with a bit more detail: ‘You
can purchase additional time (if required) at the payment machines
or by phone before leaving, an additional 50p will give an extra 30
mins parking time between 1-7 hours’ (figure 5). Leaving aside the
dodgy comma and the poor use of ‘between’
when ‘from’ is meant, how is this to be
construed? Say you have bought 7 hours’
parking time already and need another hour.
Are you allowed to buy it? It depends on the
meaning of ‘between’ and whether ’30 mins’
can be extended to an hour by buying two
chunks of time. The wrong guess costs £70.
A sentence on the payment machines says:
‘Please note that there is a 20 minute grace
period across site.’ But what does this mean?
Is it trying to say the same as other signs on
the site, namely ‘20 minutes free parking’
and ‘20 minutes free parking from this
point’? Well, it doesn’t mean this, as
ParkingEye’s press office told me in April. It
refers to the time allowance you can use to
exit the site if you pay at the end of your stay.
A section of tiny print on several signs (see
the type at the bottom of figure 5) aims to create an
agreement between ParkingEye and the vehicle owner.
The font size is about 10pt (x-height about 2mm), which
would be all right in a leaflet for people with good
eyesight but is far too small for an outdoor sign. The line
length is about 300 characters and spaces – far too long,
given that most experts say 50–75 characters and spaces
is reasonable. It’s hard to know how this kind of print
can create a contract, which requires an offer,
acceptance and consideration (usually payment). The
DVLA and the BPA are both well aware of the use of tiny
print on ParkingEye signs as it is similar to what the firm
uses at hundreds of other sites.
In contract law the £70 charge is hard to justify, since it
must reflect the landowner’s likely loss from the breach.
Many of the 180 BPA member firms, including
ParkingEye, have lost numerous cases on this ‘genuine
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Fig 3 (above):
an attendant’s
scrawled
attempt at
clarification.
Fig 4 (left):
being able to
buy more time
sounds helpful
but the reality
is confusing
and
ambiguous.
Fig 5: (below):
a tariff board
with type
centred and
ranged left
and in many
different sizes,
including
some tiny
contractual
text at the
bottom across
a 300character line
length.

pre-estimate of loss’ point at the independent appeal service,
Popla. But people lacking fightback skills are unlikely to appeal
and those attending hospital may have far more pressing
worries than battling against a parking penalty. So they tend to
pay up when faced with legalistic letters that demand £70 and
threaten them with debt collectors.
Figure 7 (on the final page) shows a close-up of the main
payment machine, which requires drivers to enter their full
registration number (essential so that the payment can be
matched to the camera’s licence-plate check). A little sticker
has been added saying: ‘Please retain receipt as proof of
payment.’ This is also crucial as the driver has nothing else
with which to challenge a wrongful penalty.
Anyone who doesn’t realize they must perform perfectly all
the required tasks risks a penalty. The tasks include noting
their exact arrival time; figuring out whether the 20-minute
free-parking period is to be deducted from their stay or
applies only to a stay of 20 minutes or less; entering their correct registration number;
and deciding what the 20-minute grace period applies to. All in all, it’s a system highly
likely to generate errors – and errors mean £70 penalties.

A little parking quiz: fail and you get a £70 penalty
Using the signs, you may wish to tackle the typical tasks listed below. I’ve given some
possible answers at the end of the article.
To simulate the real-life situation for most car-park users, you would ideally not use a
calculator or pen and paper for these tasks. So you should use a pen only to write
down your answers. But if tackling the quiz in your head proves too difficult, you’re
allowed to cheat. Just remember that this means you’ve already failed the test, and
you’d get a £70 penalty through the post.
Bearing in mind...
• figure 2, ‘20 minutes free parking from this point’
• figure 7, ‘Please note that there is a 20 minute grace period across site’
• the tariffs shown in figures 5, 6 and 7 (the evening tariff applies from 10pm to 6am,
£1.50)
• that it may take you about 10 minutes to walk from the pay machine to your car,
strap in your children and exit the car park – maybe longer if you are disabled, and
• figure 5, ‘You can purchase additional time (if required) at the payment machines or
by phone before leaving, an additional 50p will give an extra 30 mins parking time
between 1-7 hours.’,
...please calculate the cost of the five stays listed below.
1 Arrive 10.35am. Pay at 11.10am and leave soon after. Answer –
2 Arrive 9.55am. Expect to stay for three hours and buy a £3 ticket, but actually finish
your treatment later and have to pay a top-up at 2.10pm, leaving soon after.
Answer for the cost of the top-up –
3 Arrive 4am. Pay at 10am. Answer –
4 Arrive 3pm Tuesday. Pay at 3.15pm on Wednesday. Answer –
5 Arrive 2pm and buy a £4 ticket for seven hours. Pay a top-up at 9.45pm and leave
soon after. Answer for the cost of the top-up –
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Fig 6: Another
style of tariff
notice, this
time next to
the payment
machine
shown in fig 7.
It doesn’t
provide as
much
information as
the tariff board
in figure 5.
Confusingly,
the ‘evening’
rate starts at
10pm and,
even more
confusingly,
the payment
machine in fig
7 gives it a
different
name, the
‘night rate’.

How the big players have profited
The NHS trust’s most recent annual report gives its income from its payment
machines at several hospitals in the area as £1.261million, up some £200,000 on the
previous year. (One likely reason for the rise is that people are overpaying to avoid
penalties.) The trust says its profit on this is about £261,000.
The DVLA rakes in £2.50 per data request from ParkingEye, which has brought it
£4million in the last two years. The DVLA interprets liberally its duty to ensure that
it releases data only for ‘reasonable cause’. In Pikestaff 61, we showed how this
government body had lied on its website for several years by claiming to individually
scrutinize every request for driver data, whereas it’s only the relatively few paper
requests that are scrutinized. All electronic requests, including every one from
ParkingEye, are processed and succeed automatically. ParkingEye’s data request
tally for 2013–14 was around 800,000. So if its average penalty is £70, it is currently
chasing drivers for about £56million a year. Only ParkingEye knows how many
penalties it imposes at Queen’s, as this is a commercial secret.
The BPA does little to curb its members’ excesses. Its previous investigations into
similar concerns have tended to produce reports that exonerate the parking firms. As
a private company, the BPA is accountable only to its members. Given its hypocrisy
about ‘raising standards’, its pious annual adoption of a ‘president’s charity’ which it
urges members to support (using money taken from drivers), and the way it seems to
retain the blind trust of government ministers, the BPA has surely become one of the
most socially dangerous organizations in the UK.
Where do people turn when a scheme like the one at Queen’s grinds on and on? Not
to Trading Standards officials, who are virtually toothless and overwhelmed by scams.
Not to the DVLA, which is too busy banking data-release cash as it witters about the
merits of self-regulation. And certainly not to the BPA, whose central purpose is to
enable its members to penalize drivers.

STOP PRESS: signs of change
On 17 July, I gave a dossier on the Queen’s signs to the DVLA and the BPA. Around
the same time, people power seems to have caused a change of heart at the
NHS Trust – because after a spate of bitter complaints from patients and visitors, the
trust apologized for ‘any distress, confusion and upset that patients and their relatives
and carers have experienced’ and announced that from 4 August 2014 it will simplify
its parking tariff, change all the signs, and install clearer payment machines.
It is not clear whether the Trust did any usability or readability research on its plans,
and it seems likely that many of the main failings of the original system will remain,
such as drivers having to record their own entry time. As the figures are a commercial
secret, we may never know whether there’s any fall in the number of penalties.

Possible answers to the quiz
Most answers will depend on whether drivers think the 20-minute free-parking period is deducted from
the total stay. ParkingEye’s press office has informed me it is not. It has also said the ‘20 minute grace
period across site’ means the time people have to exit the site after paying – so it differs from the 20minute free parking period. You’d have thought they’d have chosen a different time period, if clarity was
intended. The possible answers below cover most of the possible interpretations, but there are others.
1 (a) 35 mins = £2, or (b) 35–20 mins = 15 mins = 80p.
2 (a) 75 mins extra to pay for, so 3 x 30-minute chunks if multiple chunks can indeed be bought =
£1.50, or (b) total stay 4 hrs 15 mins, costing £3.50, so pay an extra 50p, or (c) total stay 4 hrs 15
mins less 20 mins, so 3 hrs 55 mins = £3.50 so pay an extra 50p.
3 (a) 6 hrs = £4, or (b) Night rate = £1.50 + £3.50 for the hours from 6am = £5.
4 (a) £6 + 80p = £6.80, or (b) £6 if 20 mins is free.
5 (a) £2 for the extra 45 mins, or (b) 80p if 20 mins is free, or (c) 50p x 2 for 45 minutes of extra time =
£1, or (d) 50p for 25 mins of extra time if 20 mins is free.
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Fig 7: the
main payment
machine. It
carries the
words ‘Please
note there is a
20-minute
grace period
across site’ –
but what does
that mean?
The machine
requires
perfection in
the driver’s
calculation of
parking time
and payment
amount,
including any
top-up fee the
driver may
want.
The driver
must also
enter the full
registration
number
without error.
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